Red river valley
Popular de Estados Unidos

*Slowly*

Arm.: R.J. N.

1. From this valley they say you are going_ We will
2. Won't you thing of the valley you're leaving_ Oh, how

miss your bright eyes and sweet smile, (sweet smile) For they say you are taking the
lonely how sad it will be, (will be) Oh, thing of the fond heart you are

miss your bright eyes and sweet smile, (sweet smile) For they say you are taking the
lonely how sad it will be, (will be) Oh, thing of the fond heart you are

sun-shine, That sure bright-ens our path-way a-while. (our path-way a-while)
break-ing, And the grief you're caus-ing me to see.

sun-shine, That sure bright-ens our path-way a-while. (our path-way a-while)
break-ing, And the grief you're caus-ing me to see.
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